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To put DVD on iPhone, you need 4Media DVD to iPhone Converter. Once owning this perfect
DVD to iPhone converter software, it becomes incredibly easy to rip DVD movie to iPhone
video MPEG-4 and convert DVD movie to iPhone music. Putting DVD movies on iPhone
becomes quite easy once you own this DVD to iPhone converter software.

Much more features in 4Media DVD to iPhone Converter make the DVD to iPhone conversion
easier and handier: convert DVD to iPhone MP4 video in custom size, rip DVD's any
segment, select target subtitle, angle and audio track, and adjust bit rate, frame rate and so
on.

Super fast and easy-to-use DVD iPhone converter, just a few clicks are enough to rip/convert
DVD to iPhone MP4 to highlight your digital entertainment life! Free download to have a try.

Key Functions

  

Convert DVD to iPhone video
Rip and convert DVD to iPhone video MPEG-4 at different resolutions, and watch the
amazing MP4 videos on iPhone.

  

Convert DVD to iPhone audio
Also you can listen to the music and dialogue of DVD movie by ripping and converting
DVD to iPhone audio MP3, M4A, WAV.

  

Quickly rip DVD to iPod files
Transferring DVD movies to iPod can also be accomplished by ripping DVD to iPod
MP4 video or MP3 audio.
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Key Features

  This iPhone DVD converter will automatically retrieve the DVD information from
online database to perfect your DVD with film name, director, actors/actresses, year,
chapter name, etc.
  Profiles are optimized in the DVD converter for iPhone with different resolutions, and
also you can adjust the profile settings to create a new profile for your iPhone or iPod.
  By setting divers output formats for one source at one time, or cloning title and
setting different profile with different settings for the copied, 4Media DVD to iPhone
Converter delivers you divers files with the same content in a single click.
  No matter compress a large file or split it into several smaller ones, this iPhone DVD
converter software can help you realize the wish of outputting files in custom size.
  Set start time and duration to pick up a segment, specify audio, subtitle and angle,
and adjust video codec, bit rate, frame rate, etc.
  4Media DVD to iPhone Converter can convert multiple files to iPhone and iPod
videos and music in batches at super fast speed due to the high support of batch
conversion and multithreading.
  Run the program in background for saving system efficiency when ripping DVD to
iPhone files, and preset after ripping done action before ripping to save trouble.
  Preview the DVD before conversion and take snapshot, check for updates
automatically, offer multiple language interfaces and skins, and more.

 

System Requirements

OS                           Microsoft® Windows XP (SP2 or later), Windows Vista, Windows 7
Ready
Processor             1GHz Intel/AMD processor or above
RAM                        256MB RAM (512MB or above recommended)
Free Hard Disk     30MB space for installation
Graphic Card        Super VGA (800×600) resolution, 16-bit graphics card or higher
Others                    DVD-ROM Drive
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